GOOD GAME:

HOW GAMING &
COMMUNICATIONS ARE
COLLIDING
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Gaming is now the biggest
entertainment medium on the
planet

Music

$47BN

Film
Video games

$159.3BN

$21.4BN
2020 INDUSTRY
CONTENT REVENUE
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In early 2019, Netflix CEO
Reed Hastings told
shareholders what he thought
was the company’s stiffest
competition, not Disney + or
Amazon, but the game
Fortnite.

It attracts the largest
audiences

THERE ARE

2.7BN
PAY & F2P GAMERS
GLOBALLY
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THERE ARE

THERE ARE

1.03BN

0.45BN

PAY TV/SVOD SUBSCRIBERS
GLOBALLY

PAY MUSIC STREAMERS
GLOBALLY

And e-Sports is beginning to
rival traditional sports
viewership
2019 Viewership Comparison

2019 Super Bowl

107.9m

44

LOL World Championships Finals

99.6m

Whilst gaming was already
growing from a strong position,
COVID-19 has taken this to new
heights, giving us more reason
than ever before to consider
how gaming impacts
consumers and how we reach
them.
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We will cover two things:
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1.

Gaming Trends (Now and Next)

2.

Opportunities for Brands

1. GAMING TRENDS
What’s changed, what’s next, and
what does this mean for brands?
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GAMING AS A SPECTATOR
SPORT
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NOW: Gamers spend more
time watching gaming than
sport
Gaming has both interactive and linear consumption models
and it has flourished as a spectator sport during COVID,
benefitting from more time in home and the inherent social
connectivity of gaming infrastructure. Sites like Twitch and
YouTube Gaming had amassed large followings anyway, but
COVID has brought them to the masses, with musicians,
creatives, charities and athletes all taking to gaming platforms
to entertain, to connect with fans and to fill the void.
Twitch, the Amazon owned streaming platforms for gaming
grew by up to 1/3 in March alone, and set a record of 22.7
million daily active users globally. And gamers now spend more
time watching others game than they do watching traditional
sport.
If David Beckham’s recent investment into Guild eSports (a
grassroots gaming academy) is anything to go by, this trend is
likely to continue.
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How many hours each week do you do the following?
Watch Other
People Play
Video Games

Watch eSports
Tournaments

2.9hrs

Watch
Traditional
Sports
Television

2.7hrs

3.2hrs

Watch
Traditional
Sports
Online

Category 1

Category 1

4.6hrs

SOURCE: LI MELIGHT NETWORKS, "THE STA TE OF ONLI NE GA MING” 2020
ALL RESPONDENTS PLAY VIDEO GAMES AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK

NEXT: Live streaming gaming
platforms will be about more than
gaming
Covid has just accelerated a growth trajectory that was
occurring anyway.
But what’s interesting about the growth of streaming sites
like Twitch is that is has been driven in part due to nongamers, and it has been driven by more than gaming.
Channels such as Twitch represent the intersection of
community and entertainment, where the community is
often as important as the live stream.
Streaming of events like E3, Bernie Saunders taking to
Twitch for a fireside chat, 12m people attending the Travis
Scott Fortnite concert, and Soundcloud and Twitch
partnering to help musicians earn an income through
streaming, suddenly gaming has become an internet
campfire around which entertainment brands and
communities alike are gathering.
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QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. Consider the new gaming streaming
audience, who are not the hard core
gamers of old
2. Should we consider gaming video as
a platform for a hard to reach
audience?
3. Can we use gaming platforms to
create events, especially when these
events are unable to occur in the
real world?
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GAMING UGC
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NOW: A new breed of influencers
has emerged
With the rise of Twitch, You Tube Gaming, and now Facebook
Gaming, we have seen a new breed of influencer emerge.
These influencers command huge audiences, passion and time
spent and are skilled entertainers and even comedians. These
are gaming and esports streamers.
Just to give an idea of how big this market now is;
There are c.2.5m streamers broadcasting on Twitch, with an
elite group of 12k who command huge audiences.
The top 50 Twitch channels have average concurrent
viewership of 30-100k. And as an example, gaming influencer
Ninja (before he moved off Twitch) commanded 15m followers
and 482m channel views whilst. Riot Games commands 4m
followers and 1 BILLION channel views
And it’s not just big name influencers, we have also seen a rise
of micro influencers, with 16-35s 1.2 x more likely that pre the
pandemic to broadcast their own gameplay.
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NEXT: Authentic integrations with
gaming influencers
The rise of gaming influencers is going to continue,
especially as platforms like TikTok also make a bigger play
into gaming. TikTok’s CEO has stated that one if his goals is
to expand the presence in gaming on the platform, and
TikTok parent Bytedance has already made a push into
gaming, mostly in China.
TikTok stars are the next big digital creators and there are
huge opportunities for them in the gaming world. Existing
gaming influencers have also moved onto TikTok, Ninja for
example has 2.5m followers, and the likes of Pokimane has
2m.
There are also more brands getting involved with gaming
influencers, with Twitch influencers generating 89% more
sponsored content during the pandemic. Brands that will
win will do this in an authentic way that adds value to the
overall experience and understands that the audience has
grown up with this type of content.
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QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. Is it time to consider gaming
influencers as part of your broader
influencer strategy?
2. Ask what value you can add to the
streaming experience as a brand?
3. Is there an opportunity for UGC
within the gaming influencer space
for your brand?
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CROSSING THE STREAMS
BETWEEN ENTS & GAMING
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NOW: Gaming as a passive pleasure
Gaming was already growing at a staggering rate, but
COVID-19 has taken that to new heights with an increased
usage of 4.6bn minutes between Jan and April (that’s an
increase of 16% compared to Ent’s 10%)*.
But it’s not just that people are playing more games than
ever before – they’re watching more as well. As we know,
streaming platforms like Twitch have grown in usage since
lockdown – not just with gamers, but with non-gamers as
well.
We’ve traditionally thought of gaming as being interactive
and therefore not in the same entertainment category as
streaming, but that is changing. Plainly, we now have more
options when it comes to zoning out through watching
mindless content – and it’s no longer just about reality TV or
old re-runs. Whilst this doesn’t mean that people are
completely shunning their TVs for gaming streams, it does
point to a growing context that brands can tap into – and
one which is already relevant to 25% of the gaming
population.
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NEXT: Continuing convergence
Whilst gaming streams are offering gamers and non-gamers
a more passive means of consumption, that doesn’t mean
passive consumption is going to be the only area overlap
between gaming and traditional content streaming.

What this means is that audience’s choices of
entertainment will make the spectrum between passive to
interactive entertainment consumption much broader. But
for advertisers this likely means even more fragmentation in
an already highly fragmented entertainment space.
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Passive

Passive – Interactive Entertainment Spectrum

Watching
traditional TV
programming

Watching a live
Twitch stream
whilst chatting
about it with
fellow viewers

Embarking on a
choose your
own adventure
style story on
Netflix

Playing video
games

Interactive

Whilst it’s happening at a much slower rate, our TV
programming has the potential to become less passive and
more interactive. Netflix started dipping its toe into this
space in 2017 with children’s programming like Puss In
Boots, but the most famous example of this to date would
be Black Mirror’s Bandersnatch. The growth of interactive
storytelling should continue with Netflix hiring game
designers and narrative designers to produce more of this
original content.

QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. How does my brand fit into a
passive gaming context and is
there an opportunity to exploit?
2. Do I understand my current
audience’s consumption habits
when it comes to streaming
gaming content?
3. Does my brand under-invest in
platforms like Twitch or YouTube
Gaming and influencers in this
space?
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THE SOCIAL SIDE OF
GAMING
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NOW: For female and younger
gamers, this social side is central
Through online multiplayer, video games are an
opportunity to connect with people in a virtual space.
45% of gamers played with their real-life friends in the past
month – this figure jumps to 90% amongst 16 – 24 year
olds. And females in particular relish the social side, with
an index of 1.53 for playing with their friends.
For some, online gaming means making new friendships or
maintaining old ones in a virtual setting - increasingly
resembling a new form of social network. During
lockdown, games like Animal Crossing for instance
allowed users to go fishing and play musical instruments –
people even turned it into a place to meet for a date.
And it’s social gamers that present a considerable
opportunity for brands. Social gamers are 1.6x more likely
to watch an eSports tournament, 1 in 3 of them claim they
want brands to run customer communities / forums, and
they are 1.4x more likely to advocate a product that is
relevant to their friends’ interests.
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Source; Global Web Index, The World of Gaming, 2020

NEXT: Games as the new social
networks
The importance of gaming’s social side isn’t just evident from
consumer behaviour, it’s reinforced by the fact that game
developers are increasingly treating these features as
mandatory inclusions. Collaboration with other gamers (ones
that you know in person or even ones you’ve only met online)
may at some stage become a prerequisite for making
progress in games. Even now, platforms like Twitch have done
a lot to galvanise this community feel.
This is coming at a time when traditional social networks are
being placed under more scrutiny by society and by individual
users. Whilst it’s not immune from similar pitfalls, social gamers
in particular, are finding that gaming provides an environment
to interact with friends with fewer of the typical frustrations that
come with a traditional social network.
Cloud-based gaming is still very much in its infancy, and
therefore an area of massive growth. As it continues to
expand (through the likes of Amazon’s upcoming gaming
service) it is likely to bring with it a second wave of social
gamers.
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Source; Global Web Index, The World of Gaming, 2020

QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. Does my audience exist as part of
a gaming community?
2. Do these gaming communities
represent an additional source of
growth for my brand?
3. What is my brand’s current
approach to social media and are
these principles transferrable to the
social gaming space?
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GAMING ON ALL DEVICES
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NOW: Smartphones are the gateway
to gaming
Smartphones are now used by 71% of internet users for
gaming, vastly eclipsing the next most used device (the
PC) by 26%.
Whilst it’s tempting to believe that it’s game over for all our
other devices, we’d be wrong. Mobile gaming has done
more to bring gaming to new audiences than it has done
to steal share from other devices. It has also brought a
steady YOY increase in 55 – 64 yr olds and evened the
playing field between male and female mobile gamers.
Despite its steady decline, PC gaming remains the
stronghold for serious gamers. If you look towards the toptier of eSports, its all dominated by the PC. Consoles have
remained steady by comparison – albeit their uptake is
harder to predict given the cyclical nature of sales spikes
around key releases in hardware. We would expect another
spike on the way with the Sony PS5 (the follow up to the
UK’s highest selling console) being revealed just last month.
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Source; Global Web Index, The World of Gaming, 2020

NEXT: A gaming ecosystem
The really interesting developments in this space happen
when gaming platforms stop thinking in terms of devices and
start thinking in terms of a gaming ecosystem.
As we know, Apple are trying to consolidate the home
entertainment experience – putting TV, gaming and music all
in one Apple device connected to your TV. But, through the
cloud they allow you to save your progress and pick-up
where you left off on your Mac, iPad or iPhone.
Whilst this just seems like a convenient feature for Apple
users, it effectively ties a single user to a game property
across multiple devices. This ability to tap into a gaming
ecosystem is powerful for us as advertisers as it means more
opportunities to reach individuals in a variety of gaming
contexts.
This shift is unlikely to slow with Amazon’s long-anticipated
move into cloud-based gaming slated for 2021(complete
with integration with subsidiary, Twitch, of course).
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QUESTIONS TO ASK:
1. Am I under-utilising mobile gaming
as a means to reach older demos
or women?
2. What current devices does my
brand usually tap into and does a
gaming context add to the power
of my message?
3. Does my brand currently rely on
Amazon for advertising or sales and
could their new gaming service
enrich this?
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2. OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BRANDS

What specific opportunities do these
trends present for brands?
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Why Now?
CONNECTING BRANDS ACROSS THE SPECTRUM OF GAMING
OPPORTUNITIES

STREAMING & IN-GAME
ADVERTISING

ENTRY POINT
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GAMING INLUENCER
MARKETING

ESPORTS
PARTNERSHIPS:
TEAMS & LEAGUES

GAME PUBLISHER
PARTNERSHIPS

FULL INTEGRATION

So, which opportunity is right for you?
The answer will depend on the brands’ overall objectives and the
specific brief and audience.
We run Gaming opportunity development workshops:
•

What do the trends we have identified mean for you

•

Which opportunity is right for your objectives

•

Tailored gaming action plan

For more information, please contact
Andrew Raymond (Andrew.Raymond@Mediacom.com) and
Jack Bradford (Jack.Bradford@Mediacom.com)
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To sum up: Communicating in a world full of players
Five entertainment trends, now and next:

Three big opportunities for brands:

1. Gaming as a spectator sport

1. Streaming and in-game ads

2. Gaming UGC

2. Gaming influencers

3. Crossing the streams between Ents
and Gaming

3. E-Sports Partnerships

4. The social side of gaming
5. Gaming on all devices
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4. Gaming Publisher Partnerships

Contributors and for more information

Lindsey Jordan
Joint Head of Strategy
Lindsey.jordan@Mediacom.com
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Andrew Raymond
Strategy Associate Director
Andrew.Raymond@Mediacom.com

Jack Bradford
Sport & Ents, Account Manager
Jack.Bradford@Mediacom.com

